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in	 to	 my	 own	 work	 as	 a	 performative	 artist-subject.	 I	 followed	 the	 narrative	 of	 this	
protagonist,	ending	up	in	an	exhibition	with	the	stylist	and	fashion	photographer	Maripol.		
She	 suggested	 a	 narrative	 for	 the	 sculpture	 I	 produced:	 ‘Girl	 gets	 drunk	 and	 goes	
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As	 a	 practice-based	 PhD,	 it	 began	 from	 an	 implicated	 and	 sometimes	 compromised	
position.	The	workings	of	agency	and	compromise	as	the	artist	goes	about	reproducing	her	
means	 of	 production,	 through	 the	 available	 opportunities,	 were	 acknowledged.	 This	
process	was	adopted	as	part	of	the	methodology.		
	









Bertolt	 Brecht	 used	 the	 term	 ‘gest’3	 to	 describe,	 not	 a	 single	 gesture,	 but	 a	 carefully	
composed	moment	that	reveals	the	social	conditions	that	a	person	is	acting	within.	Fraser’s	




as	Martha	 Rosler’s	The	 Bowery	 in	 two	 inadequate	 descriptive	 systems,4	with	 its	 jarring	
arrangement	of	text	and	image,	then	Fraser’s	method	of	montage	starts	at	the	other	end	












site	of	 the	 study,	 adopting	 the	given	 context	 as	material.	 I	 have	worked	between	both	
positions	on	the	Brechtian	spectrum,	moving	around	as	an	implicated	subject	within	the	














It	 is	 this	 question	 –	 the	 implicated	position	 and	 (self)positioning	 of	 artists	within	 these	


















These	 imaging	 devices	 -	 ‘devices	 of	 distancing	 and	 displacement’10	 –	 	 enable	 the	










By	 artisanal	 I	 mean	 a	 close	 relationship	 between	 local	 producers	 and	 consumers;	 and	








“Time	 [thereby]	 loses	 its	 qualitative,	 changing,	 flowing	 character:	 it	 ossifies	 into	 a	












John	Roberts,	 in	his	book	The	 Intangibilities	of	Form:	Skill	and	Deskilling	 in	Art	After	the	
Readymade,	repeatedly	uses	the	phrase	‘all	the	way	down’	to	describe	the	autonomous,	





of	 the	 artist	 to	 penetrate	 the	 materials	 of	 artistic	 labour	 all	 the	 way	 down…	 the	
unreproducible	artwork	 is	the	place	where	the	capitalist	value	form	is	contested	all	 the	
way	 down…	 the	 Turing	 test	 designed	 in	 the	 1940s	 by	 Alan	 Turing	 to	 expose	 forms	 of	







the	 image	 regime.	 The	 agency	 of	 the	 artist-subject	 is	 affirmed	 in	 space	 –	 while	









































given	 terms	 of	 archival	 documentation	 +	 live	 body,	 that	 risks	 fetishizing	 both.	 The	
institutional	framing	of	Abramovic’s	performance	and	the	kernel	of	this	aesthetic,	relies	on	












“The	thing	that	 is	revealed	as	though	by	 lightning	 in	the	 ‘condition’	represented	on	the	
































































Duchamp	 and	General	 Idea	 –	 as	 authors,	muses,	 viewers,	 consumers.	 Both	 figures	 are	
grotesques,	constructed	by	multiple	bodies,	or	existing	as	a	collective	conception.33		
	












bag	 of	 props	 (London)	 	 …	 the	 restaging	 of	 Not	 I	 with	 its	 disembodied	 lipsticked	mouth	
spluttering	out	‘SHE!’	(London)		…			
	
In	 the	end	 the	 figure	didn’t	 remain	 as	 a	drag	presence	or	 voice,	 but	 something	of	 this	

























Using	the	bikini	 in	this	way,	 there	were	some	 leaps	where	 ideas	and	forms	didn’t	quite	
align.	Allegorical	 forms,	 like	commodity	 fetishes,	can	be	randomly	 filled	and	emptied	of	







The	 first	 so-called	 bikini,	 made	 from	 fabric	 resembling	 newsprint,	 allegorises	 the	 cold	
remoteness	of	modern	warfare.	In	the	poolside	photographs	taken	of	it	being	modelled,	

























I	 read	 Joanne	 Tatham’s	 thesis	 Heroin	 Kills;	 context	 and	 meaning	 in	 contemporary	 art	







Katrina	Palmer’s	use	of	a	 form	of	autofiction	 in	her	 thesis	Reality	Flickers.	Writing	With	
Found	Objects	And	Imagined	Sculpture,41	and	her	description	in	this	of	‘writing	as	sculpture’	




Before	 beginning	 this	 study	 I	 didn’t	 have	 a	writing	 practice	 so	 the	writing	 process	was	



































1	 The	 scraps	 were	 offcuts	 from:	 curtains	made	 for	House	 of	 Yvonne,	 The	 Hidden	 Noise,	
	 Glasgow,	 2012,	 leftover	 fabric	 from	which	 was	 used	 to	make	 an	 opera	 cloak	 worn	 by	
	 Leigh	 Ferguson	 in	 Shoplifters,	 Shopgirls	 a	 collaboration	 with	 Sophie	 Macpherson	 at	
	 LUX/ICA	 Biennial,	 ICA,	 London,	 2012;	 a	 tracksuit	 made	 for	 a	 performance	 during	 the	
	 exhibition	 Leaving	my	 old	 life	 behind,	 The	Hidden	Noise	 at	Gallop,	 Deptford	 X	 Festival,	
	 London,	 2012;	 a	 sculpture	 of	 two	 vests	 on	 a	 clothes	 rail,	 a	 collaboration	 with	 Sophie	
	 Macpherson	for	Costume:	Written	Clothing,	Tramway,	Glasgow,	2013.	
2	 Andrea	 Fraser	Official	Welcome,	 first	 performed	 at	 the	 home	 of	 art	 collectors	 Barbara	
	 and	Howard	Morse,	New	York,	November	2001.	










	 discursive	 means.”	 Judith	 Butler	 ‘From	 Interiority	 to	 Gender	 Performatives’	 Gender	
	 Trouble:	 Feminism	 and	 the	 Subversion	 of	 Identity	 Routledge,	 London-New	 York,	 1990.	
	 Reprinted	 in	 Camp:	 Queer	 Aesthetics	 and	 the	 Performing	 Subject,	 ed.	 Fabio	 Cleto,	
	 Edinburgh	University	Press,	1999,	p.362.	
7		 In	a	series	of	actions	by	Mierle	Laderman	Ukeles	at	the	Wadsworth	Atheneum	Museum,	
	 Connecticut	 in	 1973	 she	 performed	 three	 maintenance	 tasks	 as	 choreographed	
	 performances:	cleaning	a	vitrine,	scrubbing	the	 front	steps	and	keeping	the	keys	 to	 the	
	 building.	These	were	framed	as	artworks;	in	Transfer:	The	Maintenance	of	the	Art	Object	
	 the	 display	 case	 was	 stamped	 with	 her	Maintenance	 Art	 Original	 stamp,	 as	 were	 the	





	 See	 also	 for	 example	 Michael	 Asher	 Claire	 Copley	 Gallery,	 Los	 Angeles,	 California,	
	 September	21	–		October	 12	 1974,	 1974,	 during	which	 the	 partition	wall	 separating	 the	







10		 Retort	 (Iain	 Boal,	 T.J.	 Clark,	 Joseph	 Matthews	 and	 Michael	 Watts)	 Afflicted	 Powers:	
	 Capital	and	Spectacle	in	a	New	Age	of	War,	Verso,	London,	2005,	p.183.	
11		 Ibid	p.182	
12	 Peter	 York’s	 Hipster	 Handbook,	 first	 broadcast	 on	 BBC	 Four	 in	 November	 2016	 is	 also	
	 evidence	of	the	high	visibility	of	this	trend	in	mainstream	media.	
13	 Quoted	 in	 Richard	 Westerman	 ‘The	 Reification	 of	 Consciousness:	 Husserl’s	
	 Phenomenology	 in	 Lukács’s	 Identical	 Subject-Object’	 in	 New	 German	 Critique,	 No.111	
	 (Fall	2010),	Duke	University	Press,	Durham,	North	Carolina,	pp.97-130.	

















23	 See	 for	 example:	 http://jezebel.com/5525616/sight-at-the-museum-celeb-spotting-
	 with-marina-abramovic	
	 or	 http://nymag.com/arts/art/features/66163/,	 an	 article	 on	 the	 ‘furious	 debate’	 that	
	 has	ensued:	“How	does	she	pee?”		










	 to	 their	 theoretical	 needs.”	 For	 examples	 of	 “avowedly	 object	 oriented	 art”	 he	 cites,	
	 amongst	 others,	 The	 Universal	 Addressability	 of	 Dumb	 Things,	 Hayward	 touring,	 2013,	
	 curated	by	Mark	Leckey	and	Disobedient	Objects,	Victoria	and	Albert	Museum,	London,	
	 2014-2015.	
28	 This	and	other	decentrings	of	the	subject	 in	Beckett	resonate	with	the	work	of	 feminist	
	 poststructuralists	 Luce	 Irigaray,	 Hélène	 Cixous	 and	 Julia	 Kristeva,	 Mouth’s	 outpouring	
	 illustrating	 the	 repressed	 memory	 of	 hysterics	 and	 the	 exclusion	 of	 women	 from	
	 representation	 in	 language.	 See	 Julia	 Kristeva	 Le	 Pere,	 l’amour,	 l’exil	 (English	 version	
	 The	 Father,	 Love	 and	 Banishment	 in	 Kristeva	Desire	 in	 Language:	 A	 Semiotic	 Approach	








32	 For	 example	 Aliens	 &	 Anorexia:	 A	 Chris	 Kraus	 Symposium	 at	 the	 Royal	 College	 of	 Art,	
	 London,	 2013	 and	 Madame	 Realism,	 an	 exhibition	 named	 after	 the	 eponymous	
	 character	 from	 Lynne	 Tillman’s	 The	Madame	 Realism	 Complex.	 This	 was	 an	 exhibition	
	 of	female	artists,	curated	by	Lisette	Smits	that	I	was	included	in	at	MARRES,	Maastricht	in	
	 2011.	
33	 While	 the	Rrose	 Sélavy	photograph	by	Man	Ray	 taken	 in	1921	 is	 a	 conventional	 studio	
	 portrait,	 the	 construction	 of	 it	 in	 the	 studio	 was	 a	 Dadaist	 collage	 of	 actual	 bodies.	 A	
	 woman	 is	 standing	 behind	 Duchamp	 reaching	 under	 his	 arms	 and	 raising	 her	 hands	
	 around	his	fur	stole	in	a	delicate	gesture.		
	 Miss	General	Idea	was	a	collectively	produced	aspirational	figure	that	existed	within	the	















39	 Joanne	 Tatham	 Heroin	 Kills;	 context	 and	 meaning	 in	 contemporary	 art	 practice,	
	 University	of	Leeds,	2004.	
40		 Elizabeth	 Price	 ‘Excerpts	 from	 sidekick’,	 Journal	 of	 Visual	 Art	 Practice,	 2:1-2,	 2002,	
	 pp.108-112.	
	 17	
41	 Katrina	 Palmer	 Reality	 Flickers.	 Writing	 With	 Found	 Objects	 And	 Imagined	 Sculpture,	
	 Royal	College	of	London,	2011.	
42	 Marcel	 Dot	 was	 judged	 to	 have	 “captured	 glamour	 without	 falling	 into	 it.”	 Quoted	 by	
	 Fern	Bayer	 in	 ‘Uncovering	the	Roots	of	General	 Idea:	A	Documentation	and	Description	
	 of	 Early	 Projects	 1969-1975’,	 The	 Search	 for	 the	 Spirit:	 General	 Idea	 1969-1975,	 Art	
	 Gallery	of	Ontario,	Toronto,	1997,	p.74.	
43	 Myways	 edited	 by	 Rita	 Macbride	 and	 David	 Gray,	 Arsenal	 Pulp	 Press,	 Vancouver;	
	 Whitney	Museum	of	American	Art,	New	York;	Printed	Matter,	Inc.,	New	York,	2006.	
44	 Lynne	Tillman	The	Madame	Realism	Complex,	Semiotext(e),	New	York,	1992.	
45	 Andrea	Fraser	 in	 conversation	with	Chris	Dercon,	Tate	Modern	London,	28th	November	












































































































The	 scaffolding	 surrounding	 the	building	opposite	 is	 complete	and	a	blue	 tarpaulin	has	





































































She	 is	kneeling	on	the	floor	of	Gallery	2,	a	 large	white	space	with	high	windows.	She	 is	
sharing	the	gallery	with	Zoe	Williams,	whose	video	works	are	behind	a	silver	gauze	dividing	









































































1. 12 x Stripes print, 1976 / Printed 2000 
2. Table
Assorted Maripol publications 1990 - 2010
Selection of t-shirts from Maripol / EACH x OTHER Winter 2014 
collection
3. Hanging Rails
Jumpsuit, shirt, t-shirt dress from Maripol / EACH x OTHER 
Winter 2014 collection
T-shirt from Maripol / EACH x OTHER Winter 2015 collection
T-shirt from SLY Summer 2015 collection
Three t-shirts from Fiorucci / love therapy 2003 collection
Leopard print sweatpants and back pack from JOYRICH / 
Maripol Winter 2014 collection
4. Photographs (left to right)
1983, 15 Year Anniversary Fiorucci
Self Portrait with Pantone markers
Maripol Wearing Wig
Grace Jones





Little Red Riding Gel Polaroid with nail polish
All Inkjet print on photographic paper
5-6. Suspended Cases
White leather jacket with studs and Polaroid print lining from 
Maripol / EACH x OTHER Winter 2015 collection
Black and white bomber jacket with Polaroid print from 
JOYRICH / Maripol Winter 2014 collection
7. Perspex Dome
Satin Polaroid print shoes from Eugène Riconneaus / Maripol 
Winter 2015 collection
8. Table
Whip Rubber necklace (vintage 1980s); Vintage brace neck 
artpiece with color hair samples; Paper Clip necklaces and 
bracelets; Bobby Pin necklace; Atomic Necklace; t-shirt from
Maripol / EACH x OTHER Winter 2015 collection; rubber 
bracelets; Perspex bracelet; rubber earrings (all Maripol/Marc 
Jacobs 2010) and Slinky bracelet
9. Maripolitan print
10. Maripol photographed by Edo Bertoglio
11. 312 Polaroids printed onto canvas
All works courtesy of Maripol
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An exhibition of works by influential artist and 
designer Maripol and contemporary Scotland-based 




Sat 4 April – Sun 21 June
SPRING/SUMMER 2015
Maripol self portrait with Pantone markers, 1980. Polaroid by Maripol©, all rights reserved.       Scottish Charity no. SC026631
Open daily  
11:00 – 18:00
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Debbie Harry in the Loft, 1980. Maripol self portrait Tortolla Island, 1978.  
Polaroid by Maripol © all rights reserved.
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Maripol. Debbie Harry in the Loft, 1980. 
Polaroid. © Maripol, all rights reserved. 
 
Maripol. Self portrait with Pantone markers, 1980. 
Polaroid. © Maripol, all rights reserved. 
Published 16/04/2015 
Maripol, Clare Stephenson and Zoe Williams: 
Spring / Summer 2015 
This exhibition of work by Maripol – Polaroid artist, fashion designer and 
the woman who styled Madonna’s early image – along with sculpture by 
Clare Stephenson and video by Zoe Williams deliberately blurs the line 
between artforms 
The Dundee Contemporary Arts Centre, Scotland 
4 April – 21 June 2015 
by CHRISTIANA SPENS 
Scotland is often in dire need of glamour, and the photographer and stylist Maripol, joined by two young 
Glasgow-based artists inspired by her work, has put together a dazzling show at the Dundee Contemporary 
Arts Centre. The evening before the show opened, I went along with my fiance and our three-month-old 
baby, Caspian, and was immediately welcomed by a gregarious and charismatic Maripol. Seeing the baby, 
she came over and took our photo – first with her signature Polaroid camera, and then with a beautiful Leica 
– and we chatted a little. Our conversation was more about babies than art, but I think I learned more about 
Maripol through this enchanting brief encounter than I would have done through direct questions about 
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EACH x OTHER Calendar Box 2015; Maripol and Leonard 
Lasry Love Each Other CD, 2014 (audio played through 
headphones)
Maripol jewellery and assorted 1980s Madonna vinyl records 
styled by Maripol; Peace sign set black (vintage 1980s); 
Chain necklace and bracelet made on-site; Maripol/Marc 
Jacobs earrings and bracelets
14. Screenprint from an original drawing by Maripol, 2015
15. 36 Polaroids printed as 4 grids of 9
All Inkjet print on photographic paper
16. Warhol printed fabric; Madonna printed fabric; Maripol 
printed fabric; Basquiat printed fabric
17. Ancillary Gallery
Looped slide show of Maripol Polaroids edited by Rayographic
All works courtesy of Maripol
ZOE WILLIAMS
18. Drench 2012
HD Video with soundtrack, 4m 58s, synchronised with Fleece
With thanks to DOP Edward Tucker, Pavel Dousek, Romany Dear, Sam 
Bellacosa, Ashanti Harris, Dunja Herzog,  Emily Donnini, Claudia Nova, 
Pedro Brito and Alberta Whittle.
19. Muzzle, 2015
Photo etching on mirrored Perspex
20. Fleece, 2015
HD Video with soundtrack, 3m 44s, synchronised with Drench
With thanks to DOP David Liddell, Natalie McGowan, Abigale Neate 
Wilson, Urara Tsuchyia and Hospitalfield Arts, Arbroath.
21. Drizzle, 2015
Photo etching
22. Movements in Love, 2015
Lenticular Print, chameleon painted frame
Courtesy the artist and Antoine Levi, Paris
CLARE STEPHENSON
23. The Bathers / Edge of Town / Crème de Menthe, 2015
Radiators, bikinis (digital collage print on silk jersey, lycra) / 
found props (wood and paint), bucket, wood / aerosol paint on 
wood, MDF
24. Untitled (Electric Blue 4), 2013
Aerosol paint and pencil on recycled paper
Courtesy the artist and Linn Lühn, Dusseldorf
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The Bathers / Edge of Town / Crème de Menthe 
 
Bikinis to be sprayed with water twice a day, just before the gallery opens at 10am, at 2pm and 
at 6pm on a Thursday. This may need to be done more frequently as it becomes warmer in May 
and June. They will be in different stages of wetness and dryness during the day but they should 
not be allowed to dry out completely.  
 
Plant spray bottle and cloth are in the storage cupboard between Galleries 1 & 2. 
 
Directions: Check the nozzle of the plant spray is half way between ‘jet’ and ‘mist’ spray. Too 
strong a jet of water will move the bikinis out of position, a mist spray will spread around them. If 
this happens please refer to photographs, move the bikinis back into position or wipe off any 
surrounding mist spray with the cloth. 
 
Bikinis on radiators (1.1, 1.2, 1.4) – start by spraying the parts of the bikini on the top of the 
radiator. This will weigh it down and keep it in its original position. Hold the bottle close to the 
bikini and slowly spray the entire surface until it is saturated with water. 
 
To wet the strings of the bikini tops that are hanging down the sides of two of the radiators, 
gather the strings up in one hand. Cup this hand so that the water remains within it and, holding 
the nozzle close to, spray the strings until they are evenly saturated. Gently release the strings 
until they are back in position. 
 
Bikinis in pile on floor (1.3) – start from the centre of the pile and work outwards. Holding the 
bottle close to the bikinis ensure that each item is evenly saturated. Continue to spray until the 
centre of the pile is saturated all the way through and water is starting to gather in small pools 
around the outside. 
 
Check that in the Edge of Town section (1.5), none of the small lengths of timber in the rubble 
bucket have been moved or removed. 
 
Check that in the Crème de Menthe section (1.6 – 2), none of the martini sculptures have been 
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Edge of Town / The Bathers / Crème de Menthe 1.3-2 














































































The Bathers / Crème de Menthe / Edge of Town 1.2-2 











































Good Condition: Generally as new or in reasonable condition with    
   only minor wear and tear. 
 
Fair Condition:  Showing signs of wear and tear and/or minor     
   defects, which, although they do not affect     
   performance, may require some maintenance or    
   remedial works within 3 years. 
 
Poor condition:  Showing signs of major wear and tear and/or     
   defects which are either already affecting     
   performance or are likely to do so within the near    
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Satin Polaroid print shoes from Eugène Riconneaus / Maripol 
Winter 2015 collection
8. Table
Whip Rubber necklace (vintage 1980s); Vintage brace neck 
artpiece with color hair samples; Paper Clip necklaces and 
bracelets; Bobby Pin necklace; Atomic Necklace; t-shirt from
Maripol / EACH x OTHER Winter 2015 collection; rubber 
bracelets; Perspex bracelet; rubber earrings (all Maripol/Marc 
Jacobs 2010) and Slinky bracelet
9. Maripolitan print
10. Maripol photographed by Edo Bertoglio
11. 312 Polaroids printed onto canvas
All works courtesy of Maripol
1
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikinis are 
new and are wet. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 
and pools of water collecting on 
floor below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikini briefs 
are new and are wet. Colours are 
rich and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 
and pools of water collecting on 
floor below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis are new and are 
wet. Colours are rich and bright. 
Image definition is good. Water 
has collected at the edge of the 
pile and there are droplets and 
splashes of water around it.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in same fabric
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted.  Bikini is  
new and is wet. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop  Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One large timber 
frame bracketed to the floor.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5.30-6pm Friday 3rd April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cloudy. 9ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikinis are 
new and are damp. Colours are 
rich and bright. Image definition is 
good.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikini briefs 
are new and are damp. Colours 
are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis are new. The centre 
of the pile has retained a lot of 
moisture. Items near the edge are 
slightly damp. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in same fabric
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted.  Bikini is  
new and is damp. Colours are rich 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop  Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One large timber 
frame bracketed to the floor.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12midnight-12.30am Saturday 4th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Cold and clear. 7ºC. Humidity: 87%. Wind: E 1.864mph
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikinis are 
new and are damp. Colours are 
rich and bright. Image definition is 
good. Small pools of water on 
floor below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikini briefs 
are new and are damp. Colours 
are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Small pools of 
water on floor below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis are new. In the 
centre of the pile bikinis are wet. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Tops and 
bottoms near the edge of the pile 
are damp. Bikini top strings at the 
very edges of the pile show signs 
of drying out. Colours are less rich 
but image definition is still good.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in same fabric
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted.  Bikini is  
new and slightly damp. Colours 
are less rich and bright compared 
to wet bikinis in 1.3. Image 
definition is still good.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop  Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One large timber 
frame bracketed to the floor.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1.30-2pm Tuesday 7th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sunny. 16ºC. Humidity: 53%. Wind: WNW 14.293mph
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikinis are 
new and are wet. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 
Pools of water collecting on floor 
below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikini briefs 
are new and are wet. Colours are 
rich and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 
Small pool of water collecting on 
floor below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis are new and are 
wet. Colours are rich and bright. 
Image definition is good. Water 
has collected at the edge of the 
pile and there are some droplets 
of water around it.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in same fabric
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted.  Bikini is  
new and is wet. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop  Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One large timber 
frame bracketed to the floor.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Saturday 11th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Clear. 9ºC. Humidity: 68%. Wind: W 24.235mph
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikinis are 
new and are wet. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator. 
Water dripping from bikini top 
strings and and collecting in pools 
on floor below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted. Bikini briefs  
are new and are wet. Colours are 
rich and bright. Image definition is 
good. Trickles and droplets of 
water on sides and top of radiator 
and large droplets of water on 
floor below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis are new and are 
wet. Colours are rich and bright. 
Image definition is good. Water 
has collected at the edge of the 
pile and there are droplets of 
water around it.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in same fabric
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is freshly painted.  Bikini is 
new and is wet. Colours are rich 
and bright. Image definition is 
good. Water dripping from bikini 
top strings and and collecting in 
pools on floor below.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop  Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One large timber 
frame bracketed to the floor.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 12-12.30pm Sunday 12th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Thunderstorms. Low clouds. 7ºC. Humidity: 86%. Wind: WSW 16.157mph
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
three week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is showing signs of 
wrinkling in their current almost 
dry condition. Colours are less 
saturated. Image definition is still 
good.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
three week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is showing signs of 
wrinkling in their current almost 
dry condition. Colours are less 
saturated. Image definition is still 
good.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Fair/Good - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
three week period. The pile has 
retained a lot of water but some of 
the items near the edge have 
dried out and some wrinkling of 
the silk jersey fabric is visible. 
Colours are less saturated where 
the fabric has dried out but 
otherwise remain rich and bright. 
Image definition is generally good.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini has been repeatedly 
wet and dried over a three week 
period and the silk jersey fabric is 
showing signs of wrinkling in their 
current almost dry condition. 
Colours are less saturated. Image 
definition is still good.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Dust, fluff and hair have gathered 
on and around the bases
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Dust has gathered on and around 
the bases of the sculptures. Some 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
is unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats. Some dust/fluff on 
and around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 5-5.30pm Friday 24th April 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 18ºC. Humidity: 69%. Wind: SW 14.293mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted. Bikinis 
are new and are wet. Colours are 
rich and bright. Image definition is 
good. ‘Misting’ - tiny droplets of 
water around bikinis on top and 
sides of radiator. Trickles of water 
running down sides of radiator and 
dripping from strings of bikini top 
onto floor below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted. Bikini 
briefs are new and are wet. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. ‘Misting’ - tiny 
droplets of water around briefs on 
top and sides of radiator. Trickles 
of water running down side of 
radiator and large droplets of 
water on floor below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis are new and very 
wet. Colours are rich and bright. 
Image definition is good. Pools 
and splashes of water around the 
pile.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in same fabric
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  Bikini is  
new and wet. Colours are rich. 
Image definition is good. ‘Misting’ - 
tiny droplets of water around 
bikinis on top and sides of 
radiator. Water is trickling down 
both sides of the radiator and 
running into small pools on the 
floor. Water is dripping from ends 
of bikini top strings into small 
pools on the floor.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Dust, fluff and hair have gathered 
on and around the bases
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop  Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Dust has gathered on and around 
the bases of the sculptures. Some 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One large timber 
frame bracketed to the floor.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats. Some dust/fluff on 
and around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Saturday 2nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light rain. Haze. 7ºC. Humidity: 74%. Wind: E 14.293mph
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
five week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is wrinkled in its 
current dry condition. Colours are 
less saturated. Image definition is 
still good. The lycra lining has 
retained its form.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
five week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is wrinkled in its 
current dry condition. Colours are 
less saturated. Image definition is 
still good. The lycra lining has 
retained its form.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Fair/Good - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
three week period. The pile has 
retained moisture in the centre but 
some of the items near the edge 
have dried out completely and the 
silk jersey fabric is wrinkled. 
Colours are less saturated where 
the fabric has dried out but 
towards the centre remain rich 
and bright. Image definition is still 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini has been repeatedly 
wet and dried over a five week 
period and the silk jersey fabric is 
wrinkled in its current dry 
condition. Colours are less 
saturated. Image definition is still 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Dust, fluff and hair have gathered 
on and around the bases
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Dust has gathered on and around 
the bases of the sculptures. Some 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
is unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats. Some dust/fluff on 
and around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30pm Friday 8th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Mostly cloudy. 8ºC. Humidity: 75%. Wind: E 11.185mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is wrinkled in its 
current dry condition. Colours are 
less saturated. Image definition is 
still good. Some discolouration 
along stitching on parts of tops 
and briefs The lycra lining has 
retained its form.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is wrinkled in its 
current dry condition. Colours are 
less saturated. Image definition is 
still good. The lycra lining has 
retained its form.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Fair/Poor - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period. The pile has 
retained a lot of moisture in the 
centre but some of the items near 
the edge have dried out and the 
silk jersey fabric is wrinkled. There 
is a strong smell of damp when 
inspecting the pile closely and 
spots of black mold are visible on 
the tops and briefs in the centre of 
the pile. Items at the bottom of the 
pile haven't been inspected. 
Colours are less saturated where 
the fabric has dried out but 
otherwise remain rich and bright. 
Image definition is still good. The 
lycra lining has retained its form.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini has been repeatedly 
wet and dried over a seven week 
period and the silk jersey fabric is 
wrinkled in its current dry 
condition. 
Colours are less saturated. Image 
definition is still good. Some 
discolouration of parts of the bikini 
on the top of the radiator, 
particularly at edges and along 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
Dust, fluff and hair have gathered 
on and around the bases
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Dust has gathered on and around 
the bases of the sculptures. Some 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
is unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats. Some dust/fluff on 
and around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Friday 22nd May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 16ºC. Humidity: 59%. Wind: W 29.507mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period but are 
currently wet and show no visible 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Water 
dripping from strings of bikini top 
and from briefs is collecting in 
small pools on floor below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period but are 
currently wet and show no visible 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Droplets 
of water on floor below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period but are 
currently wet and show no visible 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good.
Water has collected at the edge of 
the pile and there are droplets and 
splashes of water around it.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
seven week period but are 
currently wet and show no visible 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Water 
dripping from strings of bikini top 
is collecting on floor below.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. Dust has 
gathered on and around the bases  
of the sculptures. Some fluff/hair 
on the top slats of one sculpture.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats. Some dust/fluff on 
and around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 9.30-10am Sunday 24th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Passing clouds. 15ºC. Humidity: 62%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over an 
eight week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is wrinkled in its 
current almost dry state. Colours 
are less saturated but image 
definition is still good. Some 
discolouration along stitching on 
parts of tops and briefs The lycra 
lining has retained its form.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over an 
eight week period and the silk 
jersey fabric is wrinkled in its 
current almost dry state. Colours 
are less saturated but image 
definition is still good.
The lycra lining has retained its 
form.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good/Fair/Poor - Bikinis in the 
centre of the pile have retained a 
lot of moisture but towards the 
edge and top of the pile they have 
dried out and the silk jersey fabric 
is wrinkled. The lycra lining has 
retained its form. 
Colours are rich and bright in the 
centre but fade where fabric has 
dried out. Image definition is still 
good. 
Some discolouration to yellow 
bikinis, particularly along stitching 
on parts of tops and briefs. 
Bikinis were taken away and 
washed one week ago due to 
mold forming. The mold has gone 
but some of the bikinis are stained 
with small brown spots. This is 
more visible in their dry state. 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Fair - Bikini has been repeatedly 
wet and dried over an eight week 
period and the silk jersey fabric is 
wrinkled in its current almost dry 
state. The lycra lining has retained 
its form.
Some discolouration of parts of 
the bikini on the top of the 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. Dust has 
gathered on and around the bases  
of the sculptures. Some fluff/hair 
on the top slats of one sculpture.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. The third sculpture 
has no slats. Some dust/fluff on 
and around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 6-6.30pm Friday 29th May 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Heavy rain. Low clouds..11ºC. Humidity: 56%. Wind: W 12.428mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Bikinis have been repeatedly wet 
and dried over a nine week period 
and the silk jersey fabric is 
wrinkled in areas where the bikinis  
have dried out. The lycra lining 
has retained its form.
Colours are less saturated where 
the fabric is drier but image 
definition is still good. Some 
discolouration along edges and 
stitching on parts of tops and 
briefs 
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Bikini briefs have been repeatedly 
wet and dried over a nine week 
period and the silk jersey fabric is 
wrinkled in areas where they  
have dried out. The lycra lining 
has retained its form. 
Colours are less saturated where 
the fabric is drier but image 
definition is still good.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good/Fair/Poor - Bikinis in the 
centre of the pile have retained a 
lot of moisture. Those in the 
centre at the bottom are heavy 
and damp but towards the edge 
and top of the pile they have partly 
dried out and the silk jersey fabric 
is wrinkled. The lycra lining has 
retained its form. 
Colours are rich and bright in the 
centre but fade where fabric has 
dried out. Image definition is still 
good. 
Some discolouration to yellow 
bikinis, particularly along stitching 
on parts of tops and briefs. 
Bikinis were taken away and 
washed two weeks ago due to 
mold forming. The mold has gone 
but some of the bikinis are stained 
with small brown spots. This is 
more visible in their dry state. 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Bikini has been repeatedly wet 
and dried over a nine week period 
and the silk jersey fabric is 
wrinkled in areas where the bikini  
has dried out. The lycra lining has 
retained its form.
Colours are less saturated where 
the fabric is drier but image 
definition is still good.
Some discolouration to parts of 
the bikini on the top of the radiator, 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. Dust has 
gathered on and around the bases  
of the sculptures. Some fluff/hair 
on the top slats of one sculpture.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. Some long hairs 
have been caught on the textured 
surface of the slats on one of the 
sculptures.The third sculpture has 
no slats. Some dust/fluff on and 
around its base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 4.30-5pm Friday 5th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Warm..14ºC. Humidity: 76%. Wind: E 8.7mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good/Fair - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
nine week period but are currently 
wet and show only slight signs of 
deterioration in condition. Colours 
are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Some 
discoloration visible along edges 
of yellow bikini top.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Some 
misty droplets on top and sides of 
radiator. Water dripping from 
strings of bikini top and from briefs 
is collecting in small pools on floor 
below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over a 
nine week period but are currently 
wet and show no visible signs of 
deterioration in condition. Colours 
are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good.
Trickles of water running down 
sides of radiator. Large droplets 
on the floor below. Some misty 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good/Fair/Poor - Bikinis have 
been repeatedly wet and dried 
over a nine week period. They are 
currently wet and show some 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. The lycra lining 
has retained its form.
Some discolouration to yellow 
bikinis, particularly along stitching 
on parts of tops and briefs. 
Bikinis were taken away and 
washed two and a half weeks ago 
due to mold forming. The mold 
has gone but some of the bikinis 
are stained with small brown 
spots, though this has been more 
visible in their dry state. Slight 
smell of damp when inspecting 
bikinis closely.
Bikinis are completely saturated 
with water and the pile looks 
heavy and flatter than previously.
There is a pool of water around 
them and large droplets and 
splashes of water around this.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikini has been repeatedly 
wet and dried over a nine week 
period but is currently wet and 
shows only slight signs of 
deterioration in condition. Colours 
are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Some 
discolouration of parts of the bikini 
on the top of the radiator, 
particularly at edges and along 
stitching. The lycra lining has 
retained its form.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Some 
misty droplets on top and sides of 
radiator, especially around strings 
of bikini top. Water dripping from 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. Dust has 
gathered on and around the bases  
of the sculptures. Some fluff/hair 
on the top slats of one sculpture.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. Red smudge very 
visible on the top slat of one of the 
sculptures - possibly lipstick. 
The third sculpture has no slats. 
Some dust/fluff on and around its 
base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 1-1.30pm Wednesday 10th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Light fog. 22ºC. Humidity: 50%. Wind: E 5.593mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good/Fair - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over an 
eleven week period. They are 
currently damp and only show 
slight signs of deterioration in 
condition. Where fabric has dried 
out some wrinkling of the silk 
jersey fabric is visible..Some 
discoloration to yellow bikini top is 
visible along edge and stitching. 
Colours are generally rich and 
bright. Image definition is good. 
The lycra lining has retained its 
form.
One large droplet of water on floor 
below.
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good/Fair - Bikini briefs have 
been repeatedly wet and dried 
over an eleven week period but 
are currently damp and only show 
slight signs of deterioration in 
condition at edges where they 
have dried out and wrinkling of the 
silk jersey fabric is visible.. 
Colours are generally rich and 
bright. Image definition is good. 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good/Fair/Poor - Bikinis have 
been repeatedly wet and dried 
over an eleven week period. They 
are currently wet or damp and 
show some signs of deterioration 
in condition.
Some discolouration to yellow 
bikinis, particularly along stitching 
on parts of tops and briefs. 
Bikinis were taken away and 
washed four weeks ago due to 
mold forming. The mold has gone 
but some of the bikinis are stained 
with small brown spots, though 
this was more visible in their dry 
state. Slight smell of damp when 
inspecting bikinis closely. 
Colours are generally rich and 
bright. Image definition is good.
The lycra lining has retained its 
form.
Some water has gathered in a 
pool at one side.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good/Fair - Bikini has been 
repeatedly wet and dried over an 
eleven week period. Some signs 
of deterioration in condition where 
fabric has dried out and wrinkling 
of the silk jersey fabric is visible.. 
Some discolouration of parts of 
the bikini on the top of the radiator, 
particularly at edges and along 
stitching.
Colours are mostly rich and bright. 
Image definition is good. 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. Dust has 
gathered on and around the bases  
of the sculptures. Some fluff/hair 
on the top slats of one sculpture.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. Red smudge very 
visible on the top slat of one of the 
sculptures - possibly lipstick. 
The third sculpture has no slats. 
Some dust/fluff on and around its 
base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 21st 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 7.30-8pm Friday 19th June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Sprinkles. Passing clouds. 13ºC. Humidity: 81%. Wind: W 17.4mph.
2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 




Spring/Summer 2015: MARIPOL, CLARE STEPHENSON, ZOE WILLIAMS
Galleries 1 & 2. April 3rd - June 22nd 2015
Condition report - Clare Stephenson The Bathers/Edge of Town/Creme de Menthe
Report taken between 10-10.30am Sunday 21st June 2015.
Weather conditions in Dundee at time of report: Partly sunny. 14ºC. Humidity: 80%. Wind: WSW 13.671mph.
Item Name Description Condition
1.1 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. Bikini top in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric  
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining.  Bikini briefs in same 
fabric. Bikini top in yellow digitally 
printed silk jersey with flesh-
coloured (brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikinis have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over an 
eleven week period but are 
currently wet and show no visible 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Lycra lining has 
retained its form.
Water trickling down sides of 
radiator from strings of bikini top 
and from briefs is collecting in 
small pools on floor below.
1.2 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to wall. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One pair of bikini briefs in 
pink and grey digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikini briefs have been 
repeatedly wet and dried over an 
eleven week period but are 
currently wet and show no visible 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Lycra lining has 
retained its form.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Droplets 
of water on floor below.
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1.3 The Bathers Three bikini tops in pink and grey 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. Three pairs of bikini 
briefs in same fabric. Three bikini 
tops in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining. Three 
pairs of bikini briefs in same fabric. 
These items are in a single pile on 
the floor.
Good/Fair/Poor - Bikinis have 
been repeatedly wet and dried 
over an eleven week period but 
are currently wet and show few 
signs of deterioration in condition. 
Bikinis were taken away and 
washed four weeks ago due to 
mold forming. The mold has gone 
but some of the bikinis are stained 
with small brown spots, though 
this was more visible in their dry 
state. Slight smell of damp when 
inspecting bikinis closely. 
Colours are rich and bright. Image 
definition is good. Lycra lining has 
retained its form.
Water has collected at the edge of 
the pile and there are droplets and 
splashes of water around it.
Name Description ConditionItem
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1.4 The Bathers One white single panel radiator 
bracketed to floor. Copper pipe 
between valve and floor, painted 
white. One bikini top in yellow 
digitally printed silk jersey fabric 
with flesh-coloured (brown-pink) 
lycra lining. One pair of bikini 
briefs in yellow digitally printed silk 
jersey fabric with flesh-coloured 
(brown-pink) lycra lining.
Good - Radiator is new. Copper 
pipe is recently painted.  
Good - Bikini has been repeatedly 
wet and dried over an eleven 
week period but is currently wet 
and shows no sign of deterioration 
in condition. Colours are rich and 
bright. Image definition is good.
Lycra lining has retained its form.
Trickles and droplets of water on 
sides and top of radiator. Water 
dripping from strings of bikini top 
down radiator is collecting in a 
small pool on floor below.
Name Description ConditionItem
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1.5 Edge of Town Three prop lampposts painted 
white. Made from 3/4” thick MDF, 
Parts are slotted together then 
glued. Base is made from 1” thick 
MDF and is screwed on to the 
upper structure.
Poor - Lampposts were found in 
the street and there is structural 
and surface damage to them. One 
is structurally sound but one of the 
‘lamp’ forms is badly chipped. The  
base is covered in surface dirt and  
brown splash marks - possibly 
beer. The second is structurally 
complete but the flat upright ‘post’ 
is badly bent. It is not self-
supporting and the other two 
lampposts are supporting it. The 
‘lamp’ forms are both badly 
chipped. There is a significant gap 
between the flat base and bottom 
of the post. The surface of the 
square base is covered in dirt and 
cigarette ash. The third is badly 
damaged - both ‘lamp’ forms have 
been broken off. Where they have 
been broken off the MDF has 
been exposed. There is surface 
dirt on the base and a large splash 
mark - possibly beer.
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1.6 Edge of Town Black plastic rubble bucket. 
Several short lengths of timber in 
various sizes with screw holes and 
screws. Some are painted. Some 
are joined together.
Fair - Bucket and contents are 
shown as found in the DCA 
workshop Bucket has dried 
patches and drips of grey floor 
paint on the exterior. Lengths of 
timber have all been previously 
used and all have holes, nails or 
screws in them. 
1.7 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. Dust has 
gathered on and around the bases  
of the sculptures. Some fluff/hair 
on the top slats of one sculpture.
Name Description ConditionItem
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1.8 Creme de Menthe One wooden sculpture with MDF 
base. One pair of bikini briefs in 
yellow digitally printed silk jersey 
fabric with flesh-coloured (brown-
pink) lycra lining. Two short 
lengths of used timber,
Good - Sculpture has been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structure and circular base 
are unpainted.The wooden slats 
have been spray-painted with 
acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. 
Good - Bikini briefs are new.
Fair - Timber  has been previously 
used. Both lengths have been 
painted black and there are 
screws and screw holes visible.
Name Description ConditionItem
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1.9 Creme de Menthe Three wooden sculptures with 
MDF bases. One timber frame.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats of two of the sculptures have 
been spray-painted with acrylic 
paint in Prussian Blue fading to 
Jade Green and Mint Green with 
patches of Cadmium Red. The 
edges of the slats have been 
sanded so that they slot in to the 
routed grooves, the raw wood is 
showing here. Red smudge very 
visible on the top slat of one of the 
sculptures - possibly lipstick. 
The third sculpture has no slats. 
Some dust/fluff on and around its 
base.
Fair - The timber frame has been 
previously used for an exhibition 
at DCA. It is partly painted black 
and screw holes are visible. 
Name Description ConditionItem
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2 Creme de Menthe Two wooden sculptures with MDF 
bases.
Good - Sculptures have been 
recently constructed and painted  
in the DCA workshop. The ‘Y’-
shaped structures and circular 
bases are unpainted.The wooden 
slats have been spray-painted 
with acrylic paint in Prussian Blue 
fading to Jade Green and Mint 
Green with patches of Cadmium 
Red. The edges of the slats have 
been sanded so that they slot in to 
the routed grooves, the raw wood 
is showing here. One of the 
sculptures has had the bottom 
four slats removed. Fluff and hair 























































Bowery	 and	 The	 Trongate.	 The	 Bowery/Trongate.	 A	 two-sided	 tool	 that	 flips	 between	











fig.8	 Photocopied	 flyer	 produced	while	 looking	 for	 new	 premises	 for	 a	 shelter	 for	 destitute	 asylum	
























































she	 pushed	 her	 trolley	 round	 the	 corner:	 rolls	 of	 fabric,	 clothing,	 boxes	 of	 zips,	



















angle.	 The	 upper	 ellipse	 appeared	 to	 split	 a	 stuffed	 olive	 speared	with	 a	 cocktail	 stick,	
recreating	 the	optical	effect	of	staring	over	 the	rim	of	a	glass	at	a	 floating	object…	She	
picked	up	the	squares	of	paper	and	placed	them	in	her	shopping	trolley.	She	started	to	
browse	the	aisles	of	materials	again…	She	turned	the	corner	into	an	aisle	of	mannequins,	
half	mannequins	 and	 finally	 shelves	of	 arms	 and	 legs…	 She	 looked	down	at	 the	 yellow	
martini	poster	on	the	top	of	 the	bundle,	at	 the	simple	sketched	 ‘Y’	 form	of	 the	martini	
glass…	The	cocktail	was	a	cliché	form	that	had	been	emptied	out	and	recently	re-filled	with	
artisanal	labour	and	all	that	this	now	implied.	The	artisanal	trend	seemed	to	promise	more	
than	 just	 skilled	 handcraft,	 live	 ingredients	 and	 local	 production.	 The	 proximity	 and	
































































































































































































Clare Stephenson The Eel 2003
Not on view
Medium
Spray paint and pencil on paper
Dimensions
29 1/2 x 22 3/4" (74.9 x 57.8 cm)
Credit




© 2018 Clare Stephenson
Department
Drawings and Prints
Clare Stephenson has 2 works online.
There are 15,189 drawings online.
Licensing
If you would like to reproduce an image of a work of art in MoMA’s collection, or an image of a MoMA publication or archival material (including installation views, checklists,
and press releases), please contact Art Resource (publication in North America) or Scala Archives (publication in all other geographic locations).
All requests to license audio or video footage produced by MoMA should be addressed to Scala Archives at firenze@scalarchives.com. Motion picture film stills or motion
picture footage from films in MoMA's Film Collection cannot be licensed by MoMA/Scala. For licensing motion picture film footage it is advised to apply directly to the
copyright holders. For access to motion picture film stills please contact the Film Study Center. More information is also available about the film collection and the Circulating
Film and Video Library.
If you would like to reproduce text from a MoMA publication or moma.org, please email text_permissions@moma.org. If you would like to publish text from MoMA’s archival
materials, please fill out this permission form and send to archives@moma.org.
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The Museum of Modern Art Open today, 10:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m. 11 West 53 Street, Manhattan Please enter at 18 West 54 Street
MoMA PS1 Open today, 12:00–6:00 p.m. 22-25 Jackson Avenue, Queens
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Kerr	 Baxter	 Associates	 Schedule	 of	 Condition,	 prepared	 in	 respect	 of	 24	 Fairley	 Street,	 Ibrox,	
	 Glasgow,	G51	2SN.	Prepared	on	Wednesday	the	5th	of	July	2017.	The	weather	conditions	






































































































































































































Fraser,	 Andrea	 in	 conversation	with	 Chris	 Dercon,	 Tate	Modern	 London,	 28th	 November	 2013.	
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